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Abstract
The paper provides a framework for a systematic analysis of the local BRST
cohomology in a large class of gauge theories. The approach is based on the
cohomology of s + d in the jet space of elds and antields, s and d being the
BRST operator and exterior derivative respectively. It relates the BRST coho-
mology to an underlying gauge covariant algebra and reduces its computation to
a compactly formulated problem involving only suitably dened generalized con-
nections and tensor elds. The latter are shown to provide the building blocks of
physically relevant quantities such as gauge invariant actions, Noether currents
and gauge anomalies, as well as of the equations of motion.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Gauge invariance underlies as a basic principle our present models of fundamental
interactions and is widely used when one looks for extensions of these models. The
BRST-BV formalism provides a general framework to deal with many aspects of
gauge symmetry, both in classical and quantum eld theory. It was rst established
by Becchi, Rouet and Stora [1] in the context of renormalization of abelian Higgs{
Kibble and Yang{Mills gauge theories, later extended by Kallosh to supergravity
with open gauge algebra [2] (see also [3]) and by de Wit and van Holten to general
gauge theories [4], resulting nally in the universal eld-antield formalism of Batalin
and Vilkovisky [5] which allows to treat all kinds of gauge theories within an elegant
unied framework. The usefulness of this formalism is mainly based on the fact
that it encodes the gauge symmetry and all its properties in a single antiderivation
which is strictly nilpotent on all the elds and antields. Throughout this paper, this
antiderivation is called the BRST operator and denoted by s.
The nilpotency of s establishes in particular the local BRST cohomology, i.e. the
cohomology of s in the space of local functionals (= integrated local volume forms) of
the elds and antields. This cohomology has many physically relevant applications.
It determines for instance gauge invariant actions and their consistent deformations
[6], the dynamical local conservation laws [7] and the possible gauge anomalies (see
e.g. [8, 1, 9, 10, 11, 12]) of a gauge theory and is a useful tool in the renormalization
of quantum eld theories even when a theory is not renormalizable in the usual sense
[13].
Since the BRST cohomology can be dened for any gauge theory and since the
correspondence of its cohomology classes to the mentioned physical quantities is uni-
versal too, it is worthwhile to look for a suitable general framework within which this
cohomology can be computed eciently and which has a large range of applicability.
The purpose of this paper is to propose such a framework. It applies to a large
class of gauge theories and relates the BRST cohomology to an underlying gauge
covariant algebra. This includes a denition of tensor elds on which this algebra is
realized and of generalized connections associated with it, and reduces the computa-
tion of the BRST cohomology locally to a problem involving only these quantities.
The reduced problem is formulated very compactly in terms of identities analogous
to the \Russian formula" in Yang{Mills theory [9, 14]1,
F = (s+ d)(C +A) + (C +A)2: (1.1)
Here C, A and F are the familiar Lie algebra valued Yang{Mills ghost elds, con-
nection and curvature forms respectively, s is the Yang{Mills BRST operator, and d
is the spacetime exterior derivative. The usefulness of (1.1) is based, among others,
on its remarkable property to compress the familiar BRST transformations of the
Yang{Mills ghost and gauge elds, as well as the construction of the eld strength in
terms of the gauge eld into a single identity. The combination C + A occurring in
(1.1) is an example of what will be called a generalized connection here.
1Orinally the term \Russian formula" was introduced by Stora in the second ref. in [9] for a
dierent but related identity. Here it is used as in the last ref. in [9].
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1.2 Relations and dierences to other approaches
The proposed approach generalizes a concept outlined in [15] (see also [16]) for the
study of the \restricted" (= antield independent) BRST cohomology in a special
class of gauge theories characterized among others by (a) the presence of (spacetime)
dieomorphisms among the gauge symmetries, (b) the closure and irreducibility of
the gauge algebra, (c) the presence of ‘enough’ independent gauge elds ensuring that
all the derivatives of the ghost elds can be eliminated from the BRST cohomology. In
such theories, the extension of the concept of [15] to the full cohomological problem,
including the antields, is (more or less) straightforward and was used already in
[17, 18] within a complete computation of the BRST cohomology in Einstein gravity
and Einstein{Yang{Mills theories.
Here these ideas are extended to general gauge theories. In particular none of
the conditions (a){(c) is needed as a prerequisite for the methods outlined in this
paper. This is possible thanks to suitable generalizations of the concept [15] which
at the same time modify and unite various techniques that have been developed over
the last 20 years, thereby revealing relations between them which are less apparent
in other approaches. Such techniques, to be described later in detail, are the so-
called descent equation technique, the use of contracting homotopies in jet spaces,
compact formulations of the BRST algebra analogous to the \Russian formula" (1.1),
and spectral sequence techniques along the lines of homological perturbation theory
[19, 20, 21]. Let me now briefly comment on the use of these techniques in this paper,
as compared to other approaches.
Descent equations and the \Russian formula" were rst used within the celebrated
dierential geometric construction of (representatives of) chiral anomalies in D =
2n dimensions from characteristic classes in D + 2 dimensions [9], and also within
the classication of such anomalies in [22]. Later it became clear that the descent
equations are useful not only in connection with chiral anomalies, but to analyse the
complete BRST cohomology, cf. e.g. [23, 24, 15, 11, 16]. The reason is that they
allow to deal eciently with the total derivatives into which the integrands of BRST
invariant functionals transform in general.
In this paper we will compress the descent equations into a compact form. To this
end the BRST operator s and the exterior derivative d will be united to the single
operator
~s = s+ d (1.2)
dened on local \total forms" (see section 2). This idea is not new; in fact it is familiar
from the construction and classication of chiral anomalies mentioned above. How-
ever, somewhat surprisingly, it was not utilized systematically in a general approach
to the BRST cohomology on local functionals later.
The systematic use of ~s is fundamental to the method proposed here and has
several advantages. In particular it allows us to extend the concept of [15] to theories
which do not satisfy the assumptions (a){(c) mentioned above, such as Yang{Mills
theory whose BRST cohomology has been calculated by dierent means in [25, 24, 26,
27]. The use of ~s is particularly well adapted to the analysis of the BRST cohomology
on local functionals because the latter is in fact isomorphic to the cohomology of ~s
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on local total forms, at least locally, c.f. [16] and section 32.
Contracting homotopies similar to the ones used here were constructed and ap-
plied to BRST cohomological problems e.g. already in [25, 23, 24]. However, these
contracting homotopies were designed for the cohomology of s [24] and its linearized
version [25, 23] respectively. The method proposed here extends them to the ~s-
cohomology. This has the important consequence that it leads directly to the men-
tioned compact formulation of the cohomological problem in terms of identities anal-
ogous to the \Russian formula" (1.1). For instance, when applied to Yang{Mills
theory, the contracting homotopy for ~s singles out the special combination (general-
ized connection) A+C occurring in (1.1). As a result, (1.1) itself arises naturally in
this approach, cf. section 7.1. In contrast, the corresponding contracting homotopy
[24] for s gives instead of A + C just C and makes no contact with the \Russian
formula" (it does however provide the same tensor elds).
The proposed approach also extends the methods developed in [21] to use and deal
with the antields along the lines of homological perturbation theory [19, 20]. This
extension is straightforward and, again, related to the use of ~s instead of s. Among
others it will allow us to trace the BRST cohomology at all ghost numbers (including
negative ones) back to a weak (= on-shell) cohomological problem involving the
tensor elds and generalized connections only. This has been utilized recently in [28]
in order to compute the BRST cohomology in four dimensional N = 1 supergravity.
Finally, the approach provides a ‘cohomological’ perspective on tensor elds and
connections. The latter are usually characterized through specic transformation
properties under the respective symmetries. However, in a general gauge theory it is
not always clear from the outset which transformation laws should be imposed for this
purpose. An advantage of the approach proposed here is that such transformation
laws need not be specied from the start. Rather, they emerge from the approach
itself. Such a characterization of tensor elds, connections and the corresponding
transformation laws has two major advantages: (i) it is purely algebraic and does not
invoke any concepts in addition to the BRST cohomology itself; (ii) it is physically
meaningful because the resulting tensor elds and generalized connections turn out
to provide among others the building blocks of gauge invariant actions, Noether
currents, anomalies and of the equations of motions.
1.3 Outline of the paper
The paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 sketches the basic algebraic ap-
proach to the BRST cohomology used in this paper and introduces some terminology
and notation. Sections 3 and 4 relate the local BRST cohomology to the cohomology
of ~s and its weak (= \on-shell") counterpart. Section 5 introduces the concept of
contracting homotopies for ~s in jet spaces, and section 6 shows that this concept is
intimately related to the existence of a gauge covariant algebra and a compact for-
mulation of the BRST algebra on tensor elds and generalized connections. Section 7
illustrates the method for various examples which do not satisfy the aforementioned
2The isomorphism applies only to the BRST cohomology on local functionals, i.e. to the relative
cohomology H(sjd) on local volume forms. It does not extend to H(sjd) at lower form degrees in
general.
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assumptions (a){(c) of [15] (the examples are Yang{Mills theory, Einstein gravity in
the metric formulation, supergravity with open gauge algebra and two-dimensional
Weyl invariant sigma models). Sections 8{10 spell out implications for the structure
of gauge invariant actions, Noether currents, gauge anomalies, etc., as well as for
the classical equations of motion. In section 11 a special aspect of the cohomologi-
cal problem is discussed, concerning the explicit dependence of the solutions on the
coordinates of the base manifold which will be called \spacetime" henceforth, for no
reason at all. The paper is ended by some concluding remarks in section 12 and
two appendices containing details concerning the algebraic approach and conventions
used in the paper.
2 Algebraic setting, denitions and notation
In order to dene the local BRST cohomology in a particular theory one has to specify
the BRST operator s and the space in which its cohomology is to be computed.
The BRST operator is dened on a set of elds A and corresponding antields A
according to standard rules of the eld-antield formalism summarized in appendix B.
In particular these rules include that the BRST operator is nilpotent and commutes
with the spacetime derivatives @,
s2 = s@ − @s = @@ − @@ = 0: (2.1)
The basic concept underlying these fundamental relations and the whole paper is the
jet bundle approach [29] sketched in the appendix A. Essentially this means simply
that the elds, antields and all their derivatives are understood as local coordinates
of an innite jet space. For this set of jet coordinates the collective notation [;]
is used. The local jet coordinates are completed by the spacetime coordinates x
and the dierentials dx. The dierentials are counted among the jet coordinates by
pure convention and convenience. The derivatives @ are dened as total derivative
operators in the jet space, cf. eq. (A.6), and become usual partial derivatives on the
local sections of the jet bundle.
The concrete BRST transformations of the elds and antields depend on the
particular theory and its gauge symmetry, whereas the spacetime coordinates x and
dierentials dx are always BRST invariant in accordance with the second relation
(2.1),
s x = 0; s dx = 0: (2.2)
The use of the dierentials is in principle not necessary but turns out to be very
useful in order to analyse the local BRST cohomology. In particular it allows to
dene d = dx@ and ~s = s + d in the jet space. The relations (2.1) are equivalent
to the nilpotency of ~s,
~s2 = 0 , s2 = sd+ ds = d2 = 0: (2.3)
The usefulness of ~s in the context of the local BRST cohomology stems from the
fact that it allows to write and analyse the descent equations in a compact form (cf.
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dx1 : : : dxp!1:::p(x; [;
]): (2.4)
These forms are required to be local in the sense that they are formal series’ in the
antields, ghosts and their derivatives such that each piece with denite antighost
number (cf. [21] and section 4) depends polynomially on the derivatives of all the
elds and antields. From the outset no additional requirements are imposed on local
forms here. In particular they are not restricted by power counting, it is not assumed
that the indices i of the functions !1:::p occurring in (2.4) indicate their actual
transformation properties under Lorentz or general coordinate transformations, and
local forms are not required to be globally well-dened in whatever sense.
A local functional is by denition an integrated local volume form
R
!D (through-
out this paper D denotes the spacetime dimension). It is called BRST invariant if
s!D is d-exact in the space of local forms, i.e. if s!D+d!D−1 = 0 holds for some local
form !D−1. Translated to the local sections of the jet bundle, in general this requires
local functionals to be BRST invariant only up to surface integrals. Analogously a
local functional
R
!D is called BRST-exact (or trivial) if !D = sD +dD−1 holds for
some local forms D and D−1. The BRST cohomology on local functionals consid-
ered here is thus actually the relative cohomology H(sjd) of s and d on local volume
forms. This cohomology is well-dened due to (2.3) and represented by solutions !D
of
s!D + d!D−1 = 0; !D 6= sD + dD−1 : (2.5)
In the next section H(sjd) will be related to the cohomology of ~s on local total






The ~s-cohomology on local total forms is then dened through the condition ~s~! = 0
modulo trivial solutions of the form ~s~ + constant where ~ is a local total form and
the constant is included for convenience. The representatives of this cohomology are
thus local total forms ~! solving
~s~! = 0; ~! 6= ~s~ + constant: (2.7)
The natural degree in the space of local total forms is the sum of the ghost number
(gh) and the form degree (formdeg), called the total degree (totdeg),
totdeg = gh + formdeg : (2.8)
A local total form with denite total degree G is thus a sum of local p-forms with
ghost number g = G − p (p = 0; : : : ;D). ~s has total degree 1, i.e. it maps a local
total form with total degree G to another one with total degree G+ 1.
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3 Descent equations
It is easy to see that the BRST cohomology on local functionals is locally isomorphic
to the cohomology of ~s on local total forms3. To show this, one only needs (2.3)
and a theorem on the cohomology of d on local forms, sometimes called the algebraic
Poincare lemma. The latter states that locally any d-closed local p-form is d-exact
for 0 < p < D and constant for p = 0, while local volume forms (p = D) are locally
d-exact if and only if they have vanishing Euler{Lagrange derivative with respect to
all the elds and antields [30, 25, 16].
The local isomorphism of the cohomological problems associated with (2.5) and
(2.7) can be derived by standard arguments which are therefore only sketched. Let
me therefore sketch its derivation. The arguments are standard and therefore not
given in detail. Suppose that !D solves s!D + d!D−1 = 0. Applying s to this
equation results in d(s!D−1) = 0 due to (2.3). Hence, s!D−1 is d-closed. Since it is
not a volume form, it is thus also d-exact in the space of local forms according to the
algebraic Poincare lemma. Hence, there is a (possibly vanishing) local (D − 2)-form
!D−2 satisfying s!D−1 + d!D−2 = 0. Iterating the arguments one concludes the
existence of a set of local forms !p, p = p0; : : : ;D satisfying
s!p + d!p−1 = 0 for D  p > p0; s!p0 = 0 (3.1)
for some p0. These equations are called the descent equations
4. They can be com-
pactly written in the form




Hence, any solution of s!D + d!D−1 = 0 corresponds to an ~s-closed local total form
and the reverse is evidently also true. Using again the algebraic Poincare lemma and
(2.3), it is easy to see that !D is a trivial solution of the form sD + dD−1 if and
only if ~! is trivial too, i.e. if and only if ~! = ~s~+ constant. Since ~! has total degree
(g +D) if !D has ghost number g we conclude
Lemma 3.1: The BRST-cohomology on local functionals with ghost number g and
the ~s-cohomology on local total forms of total degree G = g+D are locally isomorphic.
That is to say, locally the solutions of (2.5) with ghost number g correspond one-to-
one (modulo trivial solutions) to the solutions of (2.7) with total degree G = g +D.
4 Equivalence to the weak cohomology of ~γ = γ + d
A simple and useful concept in the study of the BRST cohomology is a suitable
expansion of local functionals and forms in powers of the antields. Following the
3Here and in the following local equalities or isomorphisms refer to suciently small patches of
the jet space. Global properties of the jet bundle are not taken into account.
4For p0 = 0 the algebraic Poincare lemma alone actually implies only s!0 = const:; however, in
meaningful gauge theories a BRST-exact constant vanishes necessarily, as one easily veries (note
that a constant can occur only if !0 has ghost number −1). Notice that this might not hold anymore
if one extends the BRST{BV formalism by including constant ghosts corresponding e.g. to global
symmetries [15, 16]. Such an extension is always possible [31] but not considered here.
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lines of [21] it will now be used to show that the ~s-cohomology on local total forms
of the elds and antields reduces to a weak (= on-shell) cohomology on antield
independent local total forms.
The most useful expansion in the antields takes their respective ghost num-





A) = antigh(dx) = antigh(x) = 0: (4.1)
In particular the BRST operator can be decomposed into pieces with denite
antighost number (one says a piece has antighost number k if it raises the antighost
number by k units). The decomposition of s starts always with a piece of antighost
number −1,
s =  + γ +
X
k1
sk ; antigh() = −1; antigh(γ) = 0; antigh(sk) = k: (4.2)
The most important pieces in this decomposition are  and γ; the other pieces have
positive antighost number and play only a secondary role in the cohomological anal-
ysis.  is the so-called Koszul{Tate dierential and is nonvanishing only on the
antields,
A = 0; i =
@^RLcl
@^i
; : : : (4.3)
where @^RLcl=@^
i denotes the Euler{Lagrange right-derivative of the classical La-
grangian Lcl w.r.t. 
i. In particular  thus implements the classical equations of
motion in the cohomology. γ encodes the gauge transformations because γi equals
a gauge transformation of i with parameters replaced by ghosts,
γi = RiC
 ; (4.4)
where the notation of appendix B is used.
(4.2) extends straightforwardly to the analogous decomposition of ~s = s+ d into
pieces with denite antighost numbers. Since d has vanishing antighost number, one
simply gets





~γ = γ + d: (4.6)
Note that ~s2 = 0 decomposes into
2 = 0; ~γ + ~γ = 0; ~γ2 = −(s1 + s1); : : : (4.7)
The usefulness of the decomposition (4.5) is due to the acyclicity of the Koszul{
Tate dierential  on local functions at positive antighost number [20, 21, 32]. This
means that the cohomology of  on local total forms is trivial at positive antighost
number,5
~!k = 0; antigh(~!k) = k > 0 ) ~!k = ~k+1 : (4.8)
5An analogous statement does not hold for the relative cohomology of  and d. Indeed there are
in general solutions of (2.5) which contain no antield independent part. Such solutions correspond
to local conservation laws [7].
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Using standard arguments of spectral sequence techniques which are not repeated
here, one concludes from (4.8) immediately that a nontrivial solution of ~s~! = 0
contains necessarily an antield independent part ~!0 solving
~γ~!0  0; ~!0 6 ~γ~0 + constant; antigh(~!0) = 0 (4.9)
where  denotes weak equality dened through
A0  0 :, 9A1 : A0 = A1 (antigh(Ak) = k): (4.10)
Note that the weak equality is an \on-shell equality" since, due to (4.3), A0  0
implies that A0 vanishes for solutions of the classical equations of motion.
Furthermore (4.7) and (4.8) imply that each solution ~!0 of (4.9) can be completed
to a nontrival solution ~! = ~!0 + : : : of (2.7) and that two dierent completions with
the same antield independent part are equivalent in the cohomology of ~s (the latter
follows immediately from the fact that the dierence of two such completions has no
antield independent part). This establishes the following result:
Lemma 4.1: The cohomology of ~s on local total forms is isomorphic to the weak co-
homology of ~γ on antield independent local total forms. That is to say, any solution
~! of (2.7) contains an antield independent part ~!0 solving (4.9), and any solution
~!0 of (4.9) can be completed to a solution of (2.7) which (for xed ~!0) is unique up
to ~s-exact contributions.
Remark:
The weak cohomology of ~γ on antield independent local total forms is well-
dened since ~γ is weakly nilpotent on these forms,
antigh(A0) = 0 ) ~γ
2A0  0: (4.11)
This follows immediately from the third identity (4.7) due to A0 = 0.
5 Elimination of trivial pairs
A well-known technique in the study of cohomologies is the use of contracting ho-
motopies. I will now describe how one can apply it within the computations of the
~s-cohomology and of the weak ~γ-cohomology introduced in the previous sections.
The idea is to construct contracting homotopy operators which allow to eliminate
certain local jet coordinates, called trivial pairs, from the cohomological analysis.
This reduces the cohomological problem to an analogous one involving only the re-
maining jet coordinates. For that purpose one needs to construct suitable sets of jet
coordinates replacing the elds, antields and their derivatives and satisfying appro-
priate requirements. In this section I will specify such requirements and show that
they allow to eliminate trivial pairs. In section 7 various explicit examples will be
discussed to illustrate how one constructs these special jet coordinates in practice.
The contracting homotopies and the trivial pairs for the ~s- and the weak ~γ-
cohomology are usually closely related. Nevertheless, in practical computations the
use of one or the other may be more convenient. Moreover it is often advantageous
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to combine them. For instance one may rst use a contracting homotopy for the ~s-
cohomology that eliminates some elds or antields completely, such as the antighosts
and the corresponding Nakanishi{Lautrup auxiliary elds used for gauge xing, and
then analyse the remaining problem by investigating the weak ~γ-cohomology. The
arguments will be worked out in detail only for the weak ~γ-cohomology which is
more subtle due to the occurrence of weak instead of strict equalities. In contrast,
the ~s-cohomology can be treated using standard arguments which imply:
Lemma 5.1: Suppose there is a set of local jet coordinates B = fU ‘;V‘;Wig
such that the change of local jet coordinates from f[A;A]; x
; dxg to B is local
and locally invertible6 and
~sU ‘ = V‘ 8 ‘ ; (5.1)
~sWi = Ri(W) 8 i : (5.2)
Then locally the U ’s and V’s can be eliminated from the ~s-cohomology, i.e. the latter
reduces locally to the ~s-cohomology on local total forms depending only on the W’s.
The (U ‘;V‘) are called trivial pairs. As already mentioned, lemma 5.1 can be used
in particular to eliminate the antighosts, Nakanishi{Lautrup elds and their antields
completely from the cohomological analysis because they (and all their derivatives)
form trivial pairs, cf. e.g. [25] and [7], section 14. In the following these elds will be
therefore neglected without loss of generality.
Let me now turn to the derivation of an analogous result for the weak ~γ-
cohomology on antield independent local total forms. Let us assume that there
is a local and locally invertible change of jet coordinates from the antield indepen-
dent set f[A]; x; dxg to fU ‘; V ‘;W ig such that7
~γU ‘ = V ‘ 8 ‘ ; (5.3)
~γW i = Ri(W ) 8 i : (5.4)
Furthermore one can assume (without loss of generality) that each of the U ’s, V ’s
and W ’s has a denite total degree. Note that all these degrees are nonnegative
because the U ’s, V ’s and W ’s do not involve antields and because it is assumed
that antighosts and Nakanishi{Lautrup elds have been eliminated already.
Again, the (U ‘; V ‘) are called trivial pairs. In order to deal with weak equalities
the following lemma will be useful later on:
Lemma 5.2: Any weakly vanishing local total form f(U; V;W ) is a combination
of weakly vanishing functions LK(W ) in the sense that
f(U; V;W )  0 , f(U; V;W ) = aK(U; V;W )LK(W ); LK(W )  0 (5.5)
for some local total forms aK.
6I.e. locally any local total form f([;]; dx; x) can be uniquely expressed as a local total form
g(U ;V;W) and vice versa.
7One may replace the equalities in (5.3) and (5.4) by weak equalities without essential changes
in the following arguments.
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Proof: Since the classical equations of motion have vanishing total degree and
do not involve antields, they are expressible solely in terms of the U ’s and W ’s
because the V ’s have positive total degrees as a direct consequence of (5.3) (in fact
only those U ’s and W ’s with vanishing total degrees can occur in the equations of
motion). To prove (5.5) it is therefore sucient to consider functions depending only
on the U ’s and W ’s. Now, if a function f(U;W ) vanishes weakly then the same holds
for its ~γ-transformation due to the second identity in (4.7), for the latter implies
f = g ) ~γf = −(~γg)  0. Using (5.3) and (5.4) one concludes







Since the U ’s, V ’s and W ’s are by assumption independent local jet coordinates,
and since the V ’s do not occur in the equations of motion, one concludes from (5.6)
(for instance by dierentiating ~γf(U;W ) w.r.t. to V ‘) that f(U;W )  0 implies
@f(U;W )=@U ‘  0. Iteration of the argument yields
f(U;W )  0 )
@kf(U;W )
@U ‘1 : : : @U ‘k
 0 8 k : (5.7)
Thus a weakly vanishing function f(U;W ) must be a combination of weakly vanishing
functions of the W ’s which proves (5.5). 2
I remark that lemma 5.2 implies in particular that the equations of motion them-
selves are equivalent to a set of equations involving only those W ’s with vanishing
total degree. This result will be interpreted in section 10 as the covariance of the
equations of motion. We are now prepared to prove that the U ’s and V ’s can be
eliminated from the weak ~γ-cohomology:
Lemma 5.3: Suppose there is a local and locally invertible change of jet coordinates
replacing f[A]; x; dxg by a set fU ‘; V ‘;W ig satisfying (5.3) and (5.4). Then lo-
cally the U ’s and V ’s can be eliminated from the weak ~γ-cohomology on antield
independent local total forms,
~γ~!0(U; V;W )  0 ) ~!0(U; V;W )  f(W ) + ~γ~0(U; V;W ); (5.8)
i.e. locally this cohomology is represented by solutions of
~γf(W )  0; f(W ) 6 ~γg(W ) + constant: (5.9)
Proof: By assumption, locally any antield independent local total form can be
written in terms of the U ’s, V ’s and W ’s. To construct a contracting homotopy a
parameter t is introduced scaling the U ’s and V ’s according to
U ‘t := tU
‘; V ‘t := tV
‘ : (5.10)
On total forms ~!0(Ut; Vt;W ) one then denes an operator b through











~γU ‘t and ~γV
‘
t are dened by replacing in ~γU
‘ and ~γV ‘ all U ’s and V ’s by the corre-
sponding Ut’s and Vt’s. Now, (5.3) implies ~γV
‘ = ~γ2U ‘  0. Using lemma 5.2 one
thus concludes
~γV ‘ = a‘;K(U; V;W )LK(W ); LK(W )  0
for some a‘;K and LK . Hence one denes





‘;K(Ut; Vt;W )LK(W ):
This shows in particular ~γV ‘t  0 and one now easily veries





~!0(U; V;W )− ~!0(0; 0;W ) 
Z 1
0
dt (~γb+ b~γ) ~!0(Ut; Vt;W ): (5.13)
Applying again lemma 5.2 one concludes that ~γ~!0(U; V;W )  0 implies
~γ~!0(Ut; Vt;W )  0. Using this in (5.13) we nally get
~γ~!0(U; V;W )  0 ) ~!0(U; V;W )  ~!0(0; 0;W ) + ~γ
Z 1
0
dt b ~!0(Ut; Vt;W ) (5.14)
where we used
R 1
0 dt ~γb~!0(: : :)  ~γ
R 1
0 dt b~!0(: : :) (the latter holds since ~γ does not
change the t-dependence up to weakly vanishing terms). This proves the lemma. 2
Remarks:
a) It is very important to realize that both (5.1) and (5.2) must hold in order to
eliminate U ’s and V’s from the cohomology, and that the existence of a pair of jet
coordinates satisfying (5.1) does in general not guarantee the existence of comple-
mentary W’s fullling (5.2). A simple and important counterexample is given by x
and dx which always satisfy ~sx = dx but usually do not form a trivial pair ex-
cept in dieomorphism invariant theories, cf. section 11. Analogous remarks apply of
course to (5.3) and (5.4). The reader may check that the contracting homotopies for
s used in [24, 15, 16] are in fact also based on the construction of variables satisfying
requirements analogous to (5.3) and (5.4).
b) Clearly the aim is the construction of a set of local jet coordinates containing
as many trivial pairs as possible. The diculty of this construction is in general
not the nding of pairs of local jet coordinates satisfying (5.1) resp. (5.3) but the
construction of complementary W’s resp. W ’s satisfying (5.2) resp. (5.4).
c) Typically the U ’s are components of gauge elds and their derivatives and the
V ’s contain the corresponding derivatives of the ghosts, cf. section 7. The W ’s will
be interpreted as tensor elds and generalized connections, cf. section 6.
d) Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 are not always devoid of global subtleties, i.e. they can
fail to be globally valid. E.g. if the manifold of the U ’s has a nontrivial de Rham
cohomology, one cannot always eliminate all the U ’s and V ’s globally (important
counterexamples are the vielbein elds in gravitational theories, cf. [18], section 5).
In such cases the proof of lemma 5.3 breaks down globally because some of the
functions of the U ’s, V ’s and W ’s occurring in the proof have no globally well-dened
extensions. This problem can be dealt with along the lines of [18].
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6 Gauge covariant algebra, tensor elds and generalized
connections
It will now be shown that the existence of a set of local jet coordinates fU ‘; V ‘;W ig
(with nonempty subset fU ‘; V ‘g) satisfying (5.3) and (5.4) has a deep origin. Namely
it is intimately related to an algebraic structure encoded in (5.4) which will be in-
terpreted as a gauge covariant algebra and leads to the identication of tensor elds
and generalized connections mentioned in the introduction.
Recall that each local jet coordinate W i has a denite nonnegative total degree
since it neither involves antields nor antighosts. Those W ’s with vanishing total
degree are called tensor elds and are denoted by T {; the other W ’s are called
generalized connections for reasons which will become clear soon. Those generalized
connections with total degree 1 are denoted by ~CN ; the other generalized connections
are denoted by ~QNG where G indicates their total degree,
fT {g = fW i : totdeg(W i) = 0g;
f ~CNg = fW i : totdeg(W i) = 1g;
f ~QNGg = fW i : totdeg(W i) = G  2g: (6.1)
Note that the tensor elds have necessarily vanishing ghost number and form degree,
whereas a generalized connection decomposes in general into a sum of local forms
with dierent ghost numbers and corresponding form degrees,






p ) = G− p: (6.3)
The C^N are called covariant ghosts, the AN connection 1-forms and the Q^NGG con-
nection G-forms.
Since ~γ raises the total degree by one unit, (5.4) and (6.1) imply in particular
~γ T { = ~CNRN
{(T ); (6.4)
~γ ~CN = 12(−)
"L+1 ~CL ~CKFKL
N (T ) + ~QM2ZM2
N (T ); (6.5)
~γ ~QN2 = 12(−)
"L+1 ~CK ~CL ~CMZMLK
N2(T )
+ ~QM3ZM3
N2(T ) + ~QM2 ~CKZKM2
N2(T ) (6.6)
...
for some functions R, F and Z of the tensor elds. Here ("M + 1) denotes the
Grassmann parity of ~CM ,
"( ~CM ) = "M + 1 : (6.7)














{  0: (6.9)
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(6.8) can be written in the compact form
[M ;N ]  −FMN
K(T )K (6.10)
where [; ] denotes the graded commutator,
[M ;N ] = MN − (−)
"M "NNM ; (6.11)


















where the graded cyclic sum was used dened byX
MNP
 XMNP = (−)
"M"PXMNP + (−)
"N"MXNPM + (−)
"P "NXPMN : (6.14)
(6.13) are nothing but the Jacobi identities for the algebra (6.10) in presence of
possible reducibility relations (6.9). Note that the Grassmann parities of ~γ and of
the ~C’s imply the following Grassmann parities and symmetries of the ’s and F ’s
"(N ) = "N ; "(FMN




In order to reveal the geometric content of this algebra it is useful to decompose
(6.4) and (6.5) into parts with denite ghost numbers. Note that (6.4) reads
~γ T { = ~CNNT
{ (6.16)
and thus decomposes due to ~γ = γ + d and (6.2) into
γ T { = C^NNT
{ ; (6.17)
dT { = ANNT
{ : (6.18)
(6.17) can be interpreted as a characterization of tensor elds as gauge covariant
quantities. Indeed, recall that tensor elds are constructed solely out of the ‘classical
elds’ , their derivatives and the spacetime coordinates due to (6.1). Therefore γT
equals just a gauge transformation of T with parameters replaced by ghosts. (6.17)
requires thus that the gauge transformation of a tensor eld involves only special
combinations of the parameters and their derivatives (which may involve the classical
elds too), corresponding to the covariant ghosts C^. Hence, (6.17) characterizes
tensor elds indeed through a specic transformation law.
Now, the derivatives @T of a tensor eld are in general not tensor elds since
γ(@T ) contains @C^N . The question arises how to relate @T to gauge covariant









By assumption, (6.20) holds identically in the elds and their derivatives, with the
same set fA
Ng for all {. In general this requires that fA
Ng contains a locally
invertible subset fvmg. Then (6.20) just denes those ’s corresponding to fvmg
in terms of the @ and the other ’s, and can be regarded as a denition of covariant




r^g; fNg = fDm;r^g; m = 1; : : : ;D (6.21)
where the matrix (v
m) is assumed to be invertible. The Dm are called covariant









 =  ; v
mVn
 = mn : (6.23)
I note that neither the v
m nor the A
r^ are necessarily elementary elds. In partic-
ular, some of them may be constant or even zero.
Let me nally discuss (6.5) which generalizes the Russian formula (1.1). Its
decomposition into pieces with denite ghost number (resp. form degree) reads
γC^N = 12(−)
"L+1C^LC^KFKL
N (T ) + Q^M2ZM2





N (T )− C^
M2ZM2






N (T ) +B
M2ZM2
N (T ) (6.26)




N2 + Q^N2 : (6.27)
(6.24) and (6.25) give the γ-transformations of the covariant ghosts and of the A
N
respectively. (6.26) determines the curvatures (eld strengths) corresponding to the
\gauge elds" A



















where the invertibility of the v
m was used again in order to solve (6.26) for the
FmnN . That the latter should indeed be identied with curvatures follows from the
fact that they occur in the commutator of the covariant derivatives,
[Dm;Dn]  −Fmn
NN : (6.29)
Note however that some (or all) of these curvatures may be constant or even zero.






N  0: (6.30)
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Remarks:
a) (6.10) can be regarded as a covariant version of the gauge algebra. However
it is important to realize that the number of ’s exceeds in general the number of
gauge symmetries, cf. section 7.
b) ~Q’s occur only in reducible gauge theories because otherwise there are no local
jet variables which can correspond to them.
c) Considerations similar to those performed here for the W ’s can be of course also
applied to the W’s satisfying (5.2). That leads in particular to an extension of the
concept to antield dependent tensor elds. Examples can be found in [17, 18, 33].
7 Examples
The concept outlined in the previous sections will now be illustrated for four examples,
exhibiting dierent facets of the general formalism. First the concept is shown to
reproduce the standard tensor calculus in the familiar cases of Yang{Mills theory and
of gravity in the metric formulation. Then pure four dimensional N=1 supergravity
without auxiliary elds is discussed. This illustrates the case of an open gauge algebra
and is the only example where the number of ’s and gauge symmetries coincide.
Finally Weyl and dieomorphism invariant sigma models in two spacetime dimensions
are considered. In this example one gets an innite set of generalized connections and
corresponding -transformations, but no (nonvanishing) curvatures (6.28). I remark
that the approach of [15] does not apply to any of these examples (not even to gravity
in the metric formulation!) because each of them violates one of the assumptions (a){
(c) mentioned in section 1.2. Hence, one really needs the extended concept outlined
in the previous sections to perform the following analysis.
As the gauge algebra is closed in the rst, second and last example, the formulae
of section 6 are in these cases promoted to strict instead of weak equalities, with ~γ
replaced by ~s and without making reference to a particular gauge invariant action.
7.1 Yang{Mills theories
For simplicity I consider pure Yang{Mills theories (no matter elds). The standard
BRST transformations of the Yang{Mills gauge elds A






i; sCi = 12 C
kCjfjk
i (7.1)
where i labels the elements of the Lie algebra of the gauge group with structure
constants fij
k. The trivial pairs are in this case given by
fU ‘g = f@(1:::kAk+1)
i : k = 0; 1; : : :g; (7.2)
fV ‘g = f~sU ‘g = f@1:::k+1C
i + : : : : k = 0; 1; : : :g: (7.3)
Hence, in the new set of local jet coordinates the V ’s replace one by one all the
derivatives of the ghosts. The undierentiated ghosts themselves are replaced by the
generalized connections
~Ci = Ci +Ai; Ai = dxA
i : (7.4)
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The complete set of generalized connections contains in addition the dierentials,
f ~CNg = fdx; ~Cig: (7.5)
The v
m are thus in this case just the entries of the constant unit matrix, v
m = m .
Hence, indices m and  need not be distinguished in this case. The -operations
corresponding to (7.5) are
fNg = fD; ig; D = @ −A
ii (7.6)
where the i are the Lie algebra elements. (6.5) reproduces for N = i the \Russian
formula" (1.1) in the form
~s ~Ci = 12
~Ck ~Cjfjk
i + 12 dx
dxF
i : (7.7)
The algebra (6.10) of the ’s reads in this case
[D;D ] = −F
ii; [D; i] = 0; [i; j ] = fij
kk (7.8)
with the standard Yang{Mills eld strengths arising from (6.28) and transforming











A complete set of tensor elds is in this case given by the x and a choice of alge-
braically independent components of the eld strengths and their covariant deriva-
tives,
fT {g  fx;D1 : : :DkF
i : k = 0; 1; : : :g: (7.10)
Remark:
Notice that the above choice of variables is very similar to the one in [24]. In
fact the tensor elds coincide in both approaches (except that here also the x are
counted among them). The dierence is that the present approach singles out the ~Ci
and dx as generalized connections, rather than just the Ci. Note that, as a direct
consequence of the presence of d in ~s, one cannot simply choose ~Ci = Ci here because
that choice would not fulll requirement (5.4).
7.2 Gravity in the metric formulation
I consider now pure gravity with the metric elds g = g as the only classical elds
and dieomorphisms as the only gauge symmetries. The BRST transformations of
the metric and the dieomorphism ghosts  read
sg = 
@g + (@
) g + (@
) g ; s
 = @
 : (7.11)
The trivial pairs can be chosen as
fU ‘g = fx; @(1:::kΓk+1k+2)
 : k = 0; 1; : : :g (7.12)
fV ‘g = f~sU ‘g = fdx; @1:::k+2




 = 12 g
(@g + @g − @g): (7.14)
Note that the V ’s replace all derivatives of the ghosts of order > 1. The undieren-
tiated ghosts and their rst order derivatives give rise to the generalized connections
f ~CNg = f~; ~C
g; ~ =  + dx; ~C
 = @
 + Γ
 ~ : (7.15)
The generalized Russian formulae (6.5) read in this case








 is the standard Riemann tensor constructed of the Γ’s. The v
m are,
as in the case of the Yang{Mills theory, just the entries of the constant unit matrix.
Hence, indices  and m are not distinguished. One gets
fNg = fD;









T  = −T
 : (7.18)
The algebra (6.10) reads now











The set of tensor elds contains the g ,    and a maximal set of algebraically
independent components of R
 and their covariant derivatives,
fT {g  fg ;D1 : : :DkR
 : k = 0; 1; : : :g: (7.20)
Remark:
Recall that tensor elds are characterized by the transformation law (6.17). One
might wonder whether this transformation law agrees in this case with the standard
transformation law for tensor elds under dieomorphisms which is in BRST language
the Lie derivative along the dieomorphism ghosts. The answer is armative because
(6.17) yields in this case, e.g. for a tensor eld T,






7.3 D=4, N=1 minimal supergravity
The classical eld content of the D=4, N=1 minimal pure supergravity theory without




_ respectively (; _ denote indices of two-component complex Weyl spinors
with conventions as in [28]). The gauge symmetries are dieomorphism invariance,
local supersymmetry and local Lorentz invariance. The corresponding ghosts are
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denoted by , ,  _ and Cab = −Cba respectively. For simplicity the analysis is







( r   −  r )

(7.22)
with e = det(e










 = @ 





_ = @  







 are the entries of the inverse vielbein and !
ab denotes the gravitino
dependent spin connection
!
ab = EaEb(![] − ![] + ![]);
![] = ea@[e]
a − i    + i    : (7.26)
(Lorentz indices a; b; : : : are lowered and raised with the Minkowski metric ab =
diag(1;−1;−1;−1).)







b + 2ia _(
  




 + @ 
 + (@
) 





 + 2i _
_ ; (7.29)
γ = @
 + 12 C
abab










(and analogous expressions for γ   and γ ) where
r
 = @
 − 12 !
abab 
 :
The gauge algebra is open (it closes modulo the equations of motion for the graviti-
nos). Hence γ is nilpotent only on-shell and does not agree with s on all the elds.
One can choose the U ’s in this case as






_ : c > d; k = 0; 1; : : :g: (7.32)
Note that the !
ab = !
[ab] correspond one by one to the antisymmetrized rst order
derivatives @[e]
a of the vielbein elds due to (7.26). Hence, all the U ‘ are indeed
algebraically independent new local jet coordinates. The corresponding V ‘ replace
one by one the dx and all the derivatives of the ghosts due to ~γe
a = @




ab + : : : , ~γ 
 = @
 + : : : and ~γ  
_ = −@ _ + : : : .
The undierentiated ghosts give rise to the generalized connections
f ~CNg = f~a; ~; ~ _; ~Cab : a > bg;
~a = ~e
a ; ~Cab = Cab + ~!
ab ;
~ =  + ~ 
 ; ~ _ =  _ − ~  
_ (7.33)
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with ~ as in (7.15). The corresponding ’s are denoted by
fNg = fDa; D; D _; lab : a > bg;
Da = Ea
(@ − 12!
ablab −  
D +  
_ D _) (7.34)
where lab = −lba denote the elements of the Lorentz algebra, and D and D _ are
supersymmetry transformations represented on the tensor elds given below (these
tensor elds are ordinary elds, not superelds; accordingly D and D _ are not
‘superspace operators’). The Grassmann parities of the ’s are "a = "[ab] = 0 and
" = " _ = 1 (the supersymmetry ghosts commute). (7.34) indicates that in this case
the vielbein elds are identied with the v







Using the shorthand notation
f~Ag = f~a; ~; ~ _g; fDAg = fDa;D; D _g
the algebra of the DA reads
[DA;DB ]  −TAB
CDC − 12FAB
cdlcd (7.36)




a = T _
















cd + 2( [a
Fb]
cd −  [a
_Fb] _
cd) (7.40)
and analogous expressions for Tab
_ and Fb
cd. The remaining commutators of the
’s are
[lab;DA] = −g[ab]A











Accordingly the generalized Russian formulae (6.5) read in this case
~γ ~A = 12
~Cabg[ab]B
A ~B − 12(−)
"B ~B ~CTCB
A ; (7.43)




Note that these identities encode all the equations (7.26){(7.31), (7.38) and (7.40).




_ and their covariant derivatives,
fT {g  fDa1 : : :DakFbc
de; Da1 : : :DakTbc
 ;
Da1 : : :DakTbc
_ : k = 0; 1; : : :g: (7.45)
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Remark:
Notice that the formalism provides ‘super-covariant’ tensor elds and, in par-
ticular, ‘super-covariant’ derivatives (7.34) containing the gravitino and the super-
symmetry transformations. Note also that these tensor elds do not carry \world
indices" ; ; : : : , in contrast to the example discussed in the previous subsection.
The reason is that the undierentiated vielbein elds count among the U ’s. Indeed,
the corresponding V ’s replace all the rst order derivatives of the dieomorphism
ghosts  and therefore the BRST transformation of a tensor eld must not involve
@
. Hence, tensor elds are indeed ‘world scalars’ in this case. One could of course
instead count the undierentiated vielbein elds also among the tensor elds and pro-
mote the @
 to generalized connections. Then tensor elds could also carry world
indices and one would get additional ’s generating GL(4) transformations of world
indices, as in the metric formulation of gravity discussed in the previous subsection.
However, such a choice would not correspond to a maximal set of trivial pairs and
would thus complicate unnecessarily the analysis of the BRST cohomology!
7.4 Two dimensional sigma models
Consider two dimensional sigma models whose set of classical elds consists of scalar
elds ’i and the two dimensional metric elds g and whose gauge symmetries are
given by two dimensional dieomorphism and Weyl invariance, with corresponding
ghosts  and C respectively. The BRST transformations of the elds read
sg = 
@g + (@
) g + (@
) g + C g ;
sY = @Y for Y 2 f’
i; ; Cg: (7.46)
Following closely the lines (but not the notation) of [33] I rst introduce new lo-
cal jet coordinates h; h; e; ;  replacing the undierentiated metric components and














 = (1 + dx1) + h(2 + dx2);  = (2 + dx2) + h(1 + dx1) (7.48)
with g = −det(g) > 0. The U ’s are
fU ‘g = fx; @p @qh; @p @qh; @p @qe : p; q = 0; 1; : : :g (7.49)
where
@  @1; @  @2 : (7.50)
Hence, in this case all the metric components and all their derivatives occur in trivial
pairs. The corresponding V ’s replace one by one the C; @; @, all their derivatives,
and the dx. Therefore one gets in this example an innite set of generalized con-
nections, given by ,  and their remaining derivatives,
f ~CNg = fp; p : p; p = −1; 0; 1; : : :g; (7.51)
p = 1(p+1)! @
p+1; p = 1(p+1)!
@ p+1 : (7.52)
8This change of jet coordinates is not globally well-dened in general.
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and an analogous formula for ~sp. The innite set of ’s corresponding to the ~C’s is
denoted by
fNg = fLp; Lp : p; p = −1; 0; 1; : : :g: (7.54)
Recall that the r.h.s. of (7.53) contains the structure functions occurring in the
algebra of the ’s. In this case all of these functions are constant and the algebra
of the L’s and L’s is isomorphic to two copies of the algebra of regular vector elds
(−zp+1)@=@z,
[Lp; Lq] = (p− q)Lp+q ; [ Lp; Lq] = (p− q)Lp+q ; [Lp; Lp] = 0: (7.55)
The set of tensor elds on which this algebra is realized is given by





The explicit form of the T ip;p in terms of the elds and their derivatives was discussed
in [33] and will be rederived below for the rst few T ’s. The algebraic representation











0;0, cf. (6.16). This yields




(p− q − 1)!
T ip−q;p ; q  p : LqT
i
p;p = 0 (7.57)
and analogous formulae for LqT
i
p;p.
Let us now make contact with section 6. Using (7.48) one easily reads o from
(7.52) the connection forms Ap and Ap contained in p and p:
Ap = p−1 dx
1 +Hp dx2; Ap = p−1 dx
2 + H p dx1 ; (7.58)
Hp = 1(p+1)! @
p+1h; H p = 1(p+1)!
@ p+1h: (7.59)
The components of A−1 and A−1 are identied with the vm according to
fv
mg  fA−1 ; A
−1
 g: (7.60)
















Due to (7.60) the covariant derivatives fDmg  fD; Dg are identied with L−1 and




0@@ − h@ −X
p0






and an analogous expression for D, with H’s as in (7.59). Thanks to (7.57), the
occurrence of innitely many L’s and L’s in D and D does not result in nonlocal
expressions (tensor elds). Note that D  L−1 and D  L−1 commute according
to (7.55), i.e. in this case all the (innitely many) curvatures (6.28) vanish! Due to
(7.56) the set of tensor elds is given by the ’i and all their covariant derivatives.
The latter may now be constructed recursively using (7.57). With V = (1 − hh)−1
one gets for instance (derivatives act on everything to the right):
T i1;0 = D’
i = V (@ − h@)’i ; T i0;1 = D’
i = V (@ − h@)’i
T i1;1 =
DD’i = V (@ − @h)V (@ − h@)’i
= D D’i = V (@ − @h)V (@ − h@)’i : (7.63)
8 Structure of the solutions
In this section some conclusions are drawn about the geometric structure of the
solutions of the cohomological problem and the related physical quantities such as
gauge invariant actions, conserved currents and anomalies.
According to section 4 the cohomological problem in question can be reduced
to the solution of ~γ~!0  0 where ~!0 does not depend on antields. This cocycle
condition decomposes into the \weak descent equations"
dM  0; γp + dp−1  0 for p0 < p M; γp0  0 (8.1)




p ; M = minfD;Gg; G = totdeg(~!0): (8.2)
Here M = minfD;Gg holds because ~!0 does not contain antields9 and thus involves
only p-forms with p  G. Note that the rst equation in (8.1) is trivially satised if
M = D, i.e. if G  D.
Now, the only local forms which are weakly d-closed but not necessarily (locally)
weakly d-exact are volume forms and forms which do not depend on the ghosts, i.e.
all other weakly d-closed local forms are also weakly d-exact,
dq  0; q < D; gh(q) > 0 ) q  dq−1 : (8.3)
This follows by means of the algebraic Poincare lemma (cf. section 3) immediately
from a general result on the relative cohomology of  and d derived in [35]. Since all
the local forms p with p < M occurring in (8.2) have positive ghost number, one
can analyse the weak descent equations (8.1) by means of (8.3) like the usual descent
equations by means of the algebraic Poincare lemma in section 3. This leads to the
conclusion that ~!0 is a nontrivial solution of ~γ~!0  0 if and only if its part M fulllls
G > D : γD + dD−1  0; D 6 γD + dD−1 ; (8.4)
G = D : γD + dD−1  0; D 6 dD−1 ; (8.5)
G < D : dG  0; G 6 dG−1 + constant: (8.6)
9I also assume, without loss of generality, that ~!0 does not depend on antighosts or Nakanishi{
Lautrup elds (cf. section 5) and that it has a denite total degree.
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Furthermore one concludes, using (8.3) again, that all solutions of (8.4){(8.6) can
be completed to nontrivial solutions of ~γ~!0  0. Hence, the complete local BRST
cohomology is in fact (locally) isomorphic to the cohomological problems established
by (8.4){(8.6).
Let me now discuss the implications of sections 5 and 6 for the structure of the
solutions of (8.4){(8.6) and briefly comment on their physical interpretation. For
notational convenience I will restrict this discussion to the case of an irreducible
gauge algebra. Using the notation of section 6, one can then assume ~!0 to be of the
form
~!0 = ~C
N1 : : : ~CNGaNG:::N1(T );
~CN = C^N +AN : (8.7)
This implies that, in irreducible gauge theories, the general solutions of (8.4){(8.6)
are of the form
G > D : D = A
N1 : : :ANDC^ND+1 : : : C^NGaNG:::N1(T ); (8.8)
G = D : D = A
N1 : : :ANDaND :::N1(T ); (8.9)
G < D : G = A
N1 : : :ANGaNG:::N1(T ); (8.10)
up to trivial and \topological" (= locally but not globally trivial) solutions, of course.
(8.8) applies for G = D+1 to the antield independent part of integrands of candidate
gauge anomalies. Well-known examples are representatives of chiral anomalies in
Yang{Mills theory [9]. Their integrands have indeed the form (8.8) (recall that in
Yang{Mills theory the dierentials count among the connection forms, cf. subsection
7.1).
Solutions of (8.5) give rise to BRST invariant functionals with ghost number 0
and thus (8.9) applies to integrands of gauge invariant actions and their continuous
rst order deformations [6]. However, concerning these solutions a few more remarks
are in order which I postpone to the next section.
The solutions of (8.6) provide the local conservation laws of the theory. They
correspond for G = D − 1 one-to-one to the nontrivial conserved currents10 and
generalize for smaller G the concept of nontrivial conserved currents to form degrees
< D − 1 [7].
We conclude that all nontrivial \dynamical" conserved local G-forms can be writ-
ten in the form (8.10) if the gauge algebra is irreducible, and in a similar form,
involving possibly connection forms of higher form degree, if the gauge algebra is
reducible (\topological" conserved local forms cannot always be cast in this form).
In fact, in \normal" theories, dynamical solutions of (8.6) exist at most at form de-
grees G  D − (2 + r) where r denotes the reducibility order of the theory, see [7]
(r = −1 for theories without gauge invariance, r = 0 for irreducible gauge theories,
. . . ). The weak d-cohomology established by (8.6) goes sometimes under the name
\characteristic cohomology" [36].
To illustrate the result on the conservation laws I consider the Noether current
corresponding to the invariance of the supergravity action (7.22) under global U(1)-
transformations of the gravitino. One nds for this Noether current j and the
10A conserved current j (@j
  0) is called trivial in this context if j  @S
 holds for some
local S = −S .
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corresponding solution 3 of (8.6)





 = 2iea a  (8.12)
where 0123 = −0123 = 1 and
ea = dxe
a;   = dx 
;  _ = −dx  
_ : (8.13)
3 is indeed of the form (8.10) because the 1-forms (8.13) are among the connection
forms AN of the supergravity theory, cf. subsection 7.3. Note that this solution of
(8.6) is constructed solely out of connection forms, i.e. it does not involve tensor elds
at all!
Remark:
The usual construction of Noether currents does not always provide the corre-
sponding solutions of (8.6) directly in the form (8.10). The statement here is that
one can always redene the Noether currents by subtracting trivial currents (if nec-
essary) such that the corresponding (D − 1)-forms take the geometric form (8.10).
A famous example for such a redened current is the \improved" energy momentum
tensor in Yang{Mills theory.
9 Structure of gauge invariant actions
The eld-antield formalism is usually constructed starting from a given gauge in-
variant classical action. One may then ask whether it is possible to deform this action
without destroying the gauge invariance. This question is relevant for instance in the
quantum theory where deformations of the action can be caused by quantum correc-
tions, or for the deformation of free gauge theories to interacting ones. The BRST
cohomology provides a powerful tool to tackle these problems [6].
One may distinguish two kinds of deformations of a given action: those which do
not change the gauge transformations up to local eld redenitions, and those which
modify simultaneously the action and the gauge transformations in a nontrivial way.
The integrands (volume forms) of actions which are invariant under given gauge
transformations have to satisfy
γD + dD−1 = 0; D 6= dD−1 ; D = d
Dxa(x; []) (9.1)
where γ encodes the gauge transformations under study. Note that (9.1) is a stronger
condition than (8.5) and replaces the latter for two reasons: the integrands of gauge
invariant actions are (i) required to be strictly γ-invariant up to a total derivative and
(ii) not necessarily to be considered as trivial if they are weakly zero up to a total





trivial even though its integrand is weakly zero.
Now, if the gauge algebra is (o-shell) closed, γ is strictly nilpotent on all the elds
(but not necessarily on the antields). Therefore (9.1) implies descent equations for γ
and d which do not involve antields and read in a compact form ~γ~!0 = 0, ~!0 6= ~γ~0.
This problem can be analysed like the weak ~γ-cohomology in sections 5 and 6 { all
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the arguments go through also for strict instead of weak equalities since γ and ~γ
are strictly nilpotent on all the elds. In particular we conclude that the general
solution of (9.1) has again the form (8.9) (up to d-exact contributions) if the gauge
algebra is closed and irreducible. The general solution of (9.1) provides the most
general action which is invariant under a given set of gauge transformations encoded
in γ. It has been determined by means of the BRST cohomology for Yang{Mills
theory [25], gravity [23], minimal N=1, D=4 supergravity [37, 28] (both in the old
minimal formulation [38] and in the new minimal one [39]) and for the sigma models
considered in subsection 7.4 [33]. One can check that in all these cases the integrand
of the most general gauge invariant action can indeed be expressed in the geometric
form (8.9) even though this is not completely obvious in all cases. For instance,




d  − i3 
d S); (9.2)
R = Fab
ba; S = Tab
ab
 (9.3)
with ea,  and  as in (8.13), Tab
 and Fab
cd as in (7.38) and (7.40), and 0123 = −1.
The determination of deformations of a given action which modify nontrivially
the gauge transformations is more subtle. A method which allows to attack this
problem systematically and is based on the BRST cohomology was outlined in [6].
The idea is to deform the solution of the master equation instead of the classical
action itself. This has many advantages. In particular it shows that to rst order
in the deformation parameter the deformed action is required to be weakly invariant
under the original (undeformed) γ. The integrand of this rst order deformation thus
has the form (8.9) up to weakly vanishing terms. However, in general an analogous
statement does not apply to the terms of higher orders in the deformation parameter
because these terms are not necessarily weakly γ-invariant.
10 Gauge covariance of the equations of motion
A direct corollary of lemma 5.2 is the gauge covariance of the equations of motion (cf.
remark after the proof of that lemma). Indeed, lemma 5.2 implies that the classical
equations of motion are equivalent to a set of weakly vanishing functions of those
W ’s with vanishing total degree. Since the latter are just the tensor elds (cf. section
6), we conclude:
Lemma 10.1: The classical equations of motion in a gauge theory are gauge
covariant in the sense that they are equivalent to a set of weakly vanishing functions
of the tensor elds.
This is of course well-known for standard gauge theories such as Yang{Mills theory
and Einstein gravity where the Euler{Lagrange equations themselves turn out to be
expressible solely in terms of the tensor elds. A less trivial check of lemma 10.1
can be performed for the supergravity action (7.22). Indeed one can verify that the
corresponding equations of motion are equivalent to the following equations involving
only the tensor elds (7.45):
Rab  0; S
  0; U _ _
  0 (10.1)
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with S as in (9.3) and
Rab = Facb
c; U _ _
 = Tab
ab _ _ : (10.2)
11 Discussion of x-dependence
This section is devoted to the discussion of a special aspect of the cohomological
problem concerning the explicit dependence of the solutions on the spacetime coor-
dinates. In particular it is emphasized that the result of the cohomological analysis
depends on whether it is carried out in the space of x-dependent or x-independent
local forms. It is therefore important to make clear in every analysis of the BRST
cohomology in which space one works and to be aware of the consequences of the
chosen approach.
11.1 General remarks
In general the results of the cohomological analysis will depend in two respects on
whether or not one considers the problem in the space of x-dependent local forms:
(a) some nontrivial representatives of the cohomology might be overlooked if one
performs the cohomological analysis in the space of x-independent local forms; (b)
solutions which are nontrivial in the space of x-independent local forms can become
trivial in the space of x-dependent local forms.
It is important to realize that (b) applies also to theories which do not admit
solutions of the cohomological problem depending nontrivially on the x at all. An
important subclass of theories with this property are those which are invariant under
spacetime dieomorphism. They will be discussed in the next subsection in this
context.





 ; F = @A − @A :
Important examples for x-dependent solutions are the Noether currents associated
with the Lorentz invariance of Smaxwell. In \improved" (= gauge invariant) form
these currents read
jlorentz = x
T ;  = − = constant
where T = F F
 − 14
FF
 is the \improved" energy momentum tensor
( is the Minkowski metric). The x-dependence of jlorentz cannot be removed
by subtracting trivial currents from it. This illustrates (a). To demonstrate (b) I
consider the x-independent current
jtriv = F
;  = constant:
It is clearly conserved too, @j

triv  0, and the corresponding (D − 1)-form is non-
trivial in the space of x-independent forms. However it is trivial in the space of






This reflects that the global symmetry of Smaxwell which corresponds via Noether’s
theorem to jtriv is trivial too [7]: it is the shift symmetry A ! A+ and is trivial
because it is just a gauge transformation with parameter x
.
11.2 Implications of dieomorphism invariance
As mentioned already, in dieomorphism invariant theories (of the standard type)
one can remove any explicit x-dependence locally from all the solutions of the co-
homological problem by subtracting trivial solutions. This was observed and used
rst in [23] for the antield independent BRST cohomology in standard gravity. It
is instructive to see how this result arises naturally within the framework of section
5. Namely it follows simply from the fact that all the x and dx form trivial pairs
(U ‘;V‘) as a direct consequence of dieomorphism invariance. To see this, note rst
that x and dx indeed satisfy requirement (5.1),
~s x = dx :
Now, this is valid for any theory but does not imply in general that x and dx
form a trivial pair because to that end (5.2) must hold in as well. However, in
contrast to other theories (such as Yang{Mills theory), one can usually fulll this
additional requirement in dieomorphism invariant theories through a simple change
of variables (jet coordinates): one just replaces the dieomorphism ghosts  with
the combinations
~ =  + dx :
Indeed, in standard dieomorphism invariant theories the ~s-transformation of all
the elds and antields11 depends on the  and dx only via ~ for one has
sZ = @Z + : : :, dZ = dx
@Z and thus ~sZ = ~
@Z + : : : for any eld or
antield Z (the nonwritten terms in sZ do not contain undierentiated ’s in stan-
dard dieomorphism invariant theories). This reflects that the dieomorphisms are
encoded in the BRST operator through the Lie derivative along  and implies that
(i) x and dx indeed form a trivial pair and can thus be eliminated locally from the
cohomology, i.e. the nontrivial solutions of ~s~! = 0 can be chosen so as not to depend
explicitly on the x and to depend on  and dx only via ~, (ii) on x-independent
functions and local total forms respectively, s and ~s arise from each other through
the replacements  $ ~, i.e.















In particular this implies the now well-known result, rst derived in [23], that the
descent equations go in standard dieomorphism invariant theories always down to a
BRST-invariant x-independent 0-form !0, and that the \integration" of the descent
11Assuming again that antighosts and Nakanishi{Lautrup elds have been eliminated from the
cohomological problem already, cf. section 5.
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equations starting from such a 0-form is not obstructed and results in a solution
~! = !0 of ~s~! = 0.
I stress however that this result is valid only in the space of x-dependent forms.
Indeed, in the space of x-independent forms there are additional solutions \~! times
monomial of the dx" where ~! is an x-independent solution because in that space
dx is an \~s-singlet". In particular it is not true that the descent equations go always
down to a 0-form if one restricts the cohomological analysis to x-independent forms.
12 Conclusion
The framework proposed in this paper to analyse the local BRST cohomology is based
on a few very simple ideas: (i) the formulation of the local BRST cohomology in the
jet bundle approach, (ii) the mapping of the BRST cohomology to the cohomology of
~s = s+ d and to its on-shell counterpart, the antield independent weak cohomology
of ~γ = γ + d, (iii) the construction of contracting homotopies to eliminate certain jet
coordinates, called trivial pairs, from the ~s-cohomology.
In spite of its conceptual simplicity, (iii) is not straightforward because it re-
quires the construction of an appropriate set of local jet coordinates splitting into
two subsets one of which contains the trivial pairs whereas the other one consists of
complementary jet coordinates which are required to generate an ~s- resp. ~γ-invariant
subalgebra and are interpreted as tensor elds and generalized connections. The
existence (and nding) of such complementary jet coordinates is a crucial prerequi-
site for the elimination of trivial pairs and was shown to be intimately related to
a gauge covariant algebra. The construction of such jet coordinates has been illus-
trated for various examples to demonstrate the proposed method and its large range
of applicability.
The outlined method simplies the computation of the BRST cohomology con-
siderably by reducing it locally to a cohomological problem involving only the tensor
elds and generalized connections. The simplication does not only consist in the
fact that some jet coordinates, the trivial pairs, are eliminated. On top of that,
and equally important, one obtains a very compact and useful formulation of the re-
maining cohomological problem on tensor elds and generalized connections through
equations such as (6.4){(6.6). For specic models the compact formulation of the
BRST algebra obtained in this way is in fact well-known in the literature. For in-
stance (6.5) reproduces in the Yang{Mills case the celebrated \Russian formula" (1.1)
which was used especially within the algebraic construction and classication of chiral
anomalies [9, 22].
It should be remarked that this simplies the computation of the BRST coho-
mology, but of course does not solve it. Nevertheless it allows remarkable conclusions
about the ‘geometric’ structure and covariance properties of the solutions of the co-
homological problem and the related physical quantities (Noether currents, gauge
invariant actions, candidate gauge anomalies, etc.), as well as of the classical equa-
tions of motion, cf. sections 8{10.
Finally I remark that local jet coordinates with the mentioned properties are also
useful when one needs to take global (topological) aspects into account which have
been completely neglected in this paper. In particular, global obstructions to the
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elimination of trivial pairs may be taken into account using Ku¨nneth’s theorem a la
[18].
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A Fields, antields and their jet space
The so-called minimal set of elds contains the ‘classical elds’ i which occur in
the gauge invariant classical action, the ghosts C corresponding one-to-one to the
nontrivial gauge symmetries and the ghosts for ghosts Qk of rst and higher order
k = 1; : : : ; r where r denotes the reducibility order of the theory (r = 0 for irreducible
gauge theories),
fAgmin = f








In order to x the gauge one usually extends the minimal set of elds to a nonminimal
one by adding antighosts and Nakanishi{Lautrup auxiliary elds. Each eld A has a
denite Grassmann parity "(A) and ghost number gh(A). The Grassmann parities
and ghost numbers of the antields are related to those of the elds according to
gh(i) = 0; gh(C) = 1; gh(Qk) = k + 1;
gh(A) = −gh(
A)− 1; "(A) = "(
A) + 1 (mod 2): (A.2)
The Grassmann parity of the classical elds is 0 for bosonic (commuting) elds and 1
for fermionic (anticommuting) elds, the Grassmann parity of the ghosts is opposite
to the Grassmann parity of the corresponding gauge symmetry, and the Grassmann
parity of the ghosts for ghosts is determined analogously. Fields and antields com-
mute or anticommute according to their Grassmann parities,
Z1Z2 = (−)
"(Z1)"(Z2)Z2Z1 : (A.3)
The elds and antields and all their derivatives are considered as local coor-





A : k = 0; 1; : : :g (A.4)
and these jet coordinates are regarded as independent apart from the identities
@1:::i:::j :::kZ = @1:::j :::i:::kZ 8 i; j: (A.5)
The derivatives @ have vanishing Grassmann parity and ghost number. The set of
local jet coordinates is completed by the spacetime coordinates x and by the dier-
entials dx which are counted among the jet coordinates by convenience. The former
have even, the latter odd Grassmann parity, both have vanishing ghost number.
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where fZIg = fA;Ag. The sum in (A.6) runs only over those @1:::kZ with






= 1 etc: (A.7)
B BRST operator




dDxL; L = Lcl(x; []) − (R
i
C
)i + : : : (B.1)




is the gauge transformation of i with gauge parameters replaced by the ghosts, i.e.
Ri is an operator of the form
Ri(x; []; @) =
X
k0
ri1:::k (x; [])@1 : : : @k : (B.2)
If the gauge algebra is reducible with reducibility order r, then L is required to











where the Z’s are operators of the form (B.2) implementing the reducibility relations.
For the purpose of gauge xing one may also include pieces involving antighosts and
Nakanishi{Lautrup auxiliary elds [5].
The BRST transformations of A and A are given by their antibrackets [5] with








where @^RL=@^Z denotes the Euler{Lagrange right-derivative of L with respect to Z










The BRST transformations of derivatives of the elds and antields are obtained
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